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Abstract

This proposal was a second year renewal for continued, collaborative work between GFZ Pots-
dam and USC to conduct laboratory stick-slip experiments on granite samples and analysis of
spatio-temporal patterns of micro-seismicity from acoustic emissions. The project mainly supported
Thomas Goebel who graduated with a PhD from USC in 2013. Project results led to five peer-
reviewed publications and include a documentation of spatial b value anomalies in light of rupture
initiation, a demonstration of stress, or seismic cycle, driven temporal variations in b value during
stick slip, as well as a range of studies on the evolution of structural and seismic fault roughness.



Technical report

This proposal and the prior years’ funding supported a range of collaborative, experimental and
theoretical work on the links between laboratory and natural seismicity. The goal was to attain better
insights into the spatio-temporal patterns of precursory seismicity and acoustic emissions during
stick-slip, the links between seismic and structural heterogeneity, and the evolutionary processes
shaping fault system evolution. We pursued four major project components so far.

Spatial b-value patterns

Analysis of small scale fracture processes expressed by acoustic emissions (AEs) provide the pos-
sibility to investigate how microseismicity is linked to fault heterogeneities and the occurrence of
dynamic slip events. In Goebel et al. (2012), we connected x-ray computer tomography (CT) scans
of faulted rock samples with spatial maps of b values (slope of the frequency-magnitude distribu-
tion), seismic moments and event densities. The experimental design enableed by GFZ facilities
allowed the creation of a series of stick-slips on one fault plane thus allowing us to document how
individual stick-slips can change the characteristics of AE event populations in connection to the
evolution of the fault structure. We found that geometric asperities identified in CT scan images
were connected to regions of low b values, increased event densities and moment release over
multiple stick-slip cycles. Our experiments underlined several parallels between laboratory findings
and studies of crustal seismicity, for example, that asperity regions in lab and field are connected to
spatial b value anomalies (Goebel et al., 2012). These regions appear to play an important role in
controlling the nucleation spots of dynamic slip events and crustal earthquakes.

Structural and fractal geometry analysis

Fault zones contain structural complexity on all scales. This complexity inuences fault mechanics
including the dynamics of large earthquakes as well as the spatial and temporal distribution of
small seismic events. To better understand the relationship between fault structure and seismicity,
Goebel et al. (2014c) examined dynamic faulting under controlled conditions in the laboratory by
creating saw-cut-guided natural fractures in cylindrical granite samples. After the experiments, fault
structures were imaged in thin sections and using computer tomography. The laboratory fault zones
showed many structural characteristics observed in upper crustal faults, including zones of localized
slip embedded in a layer of fault gouge. Laboratory faults also exhibited a several millimeter wide
damage zone with decreasing micro-crack density at larger distances from the fault axis. In addition
to the structural similarities, Goebel et al. (2014c) also observed many similarities between our
observed distribution of acoustic emissions and natural seismicity. For example, the AEs followed
the Gutenberg-Richter and Omori-Utsu relationships commonly used to describe natural seismicity.

Temporal variations in b value

In Goebel et al. (2013) we reported on the connection between stress and microseismic event
statistics prior to the possibly smallest earthquakes: those generated in the laboratory. We investi-
gate variations in seismic b value of acoustic emission events during the stress buildup and release
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on laboratory-created fault zones. Goebel et al. (2013) show that b values mirror periodic stress
changes that occur during series of stick-slip events, and are correlated with stress over many seis-
mic cycles. Moreover, the amount of b value increase associated with slip events indicates the
extent of the corresponding stress drop. Consequently, b value variations can possibly be used to
approximate the stress state on a fault. This may present a possible tool for the advancement of
time-dependent seismic hazard assessment.

Roughness on controlled slip surface and naturally fractured rocks

Fault roughness inuences earthquake slip distributions, stress-drops and possible transitions from
stable to unstable sliding which is connected to the radiation of seismic energy. The relationship
between fault roughness and seismic event distributions is insufficiently understood, in particular,
the underlying mechanisms of off-fault seismicity creation in the proximity of rough faults are debat-
ed. In Goebel et al. (2014b), we investigate the connection between roughness and AE density with
increasing fault-normal distance during loading of surfaces with pre-defined roughness. We tested
the inuence of fault roughness and normal stress variations on the characteristics of AE off-fault
distributions. To this end, two sets of experiments were conducted: one to investigate the inuence
of initial surface roughness at constant conning pressure, and the other to investigate the inuence
of fault-normal stresses at constant roughness. Our experiments reveal a power-law decay of AE
density with distance from the slip surface. The power-law exponents are sensitive to both fault
roughness and normal stress variations so that larger normal stresses and increased roughness
lead to slower AE density decay with fault-normal distance (Goebel et al., 2014b). This emphasizes
that both roughness and stress have to be considered when trying to understand microseismic
event distributions in the proximity of fault zones. Our results are largely in agreement with the-
oretical studies and observations of across-fault seismicity distributions in California suggesting a
connection between off-fault seismicity and fault roughness over a wide range of scales.

In Goebel et al. (2014a), we then investigated the connection between fault structure and near-
fault distributions of seismic events over series of stick-slip cycles in the laboratory. We conducted
a set of experiments on rough faults that developed from incipient fracture surfaces. The character-
istics of these distributions were closely connected to different structural units of the faults, i.e. the
fault core, off-fault and background damage zone. The core deformation zone was characterized by
consistently high seismic activity, whereas the off-fault damage zone displayed a power-law decay
of seismic activity with increasing distance from the fault core. The exponents of the power-law-
distributed off-fault activity increased with successive stick-slip events so that later interslip periods
showed a more rapid spatial decay of seismic activity from the fault (Goebel et al., 2014a). The in-
crease in exponents was strongest during the rst one to three interslip periods and reached approx-
imately constant values thereafter. The relatively rapid spatial decay of acoustic emission events
during later interslip periods is likely an expression of decreasing fault zone complexity and rough-
ness. Our results indicate a close relationship between fault structure, stress and seismic off-fault
activity (Goebel et al., 2014a). A more extensive mapping of seismic off-fault activity-decay has the
potential to signicantly advance the understanding of fault zone properties including variations in
fault roughness and stress.
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Exemplary figure

Figure 1: Summary figure on the effect of normal stress and fault evolution on the off-fault decay exponent (cf.
Powers and Jordan, 2010) from the controlled roughness (Goebel et al., 2014b) and natural fault formation
experiments (Goebel et al., 2014a). From Goebel et al. (2014a), see there for details.
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Intellectual merit and broader impacts

Results funded from this project establish new connections between laboratory fracture and friction
experiments and natural seismicity, with potential implications for the study of fault constitutive laws,
induced seismicity, and seismic hazard assessment.

Broader impacts of the work include the support of a junior scientist’s training in interdisciplinary
work and the strengthening of international collaboration.
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